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Bacteriological Warfare
A Major Threat
To North America's Population
Editor 's note: Longtime readers of CONTACT will rememberjust how much information~ o m m i n d e~r a t o n has
n brought
to our attention over the past several years about biological
warfarepossibilities. Likewise, we have presentedmuch information about the TRUE agendas of the Persian GulfWar (and
the throw-away lack of regard for our military personnal who
served therein), as well as the many-decades$ong cruel attacks on the natural resource wealth of the Arabian nations by
the Khazarian Zionist, New World Order Banksters running the
show. Well, thefollowing informationfolds these two subjects
together in a most unpleasant reminder of the kind of retaliation against the United States that 'is not just possible, but
likely, in the NEARfuture. As Commander Hatonn has warned
in the past, this will be a "holy war" to end aN others, and
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normal antibiotics will be useless.
In that vein, we share thefollowing information with you, beginningwith an
Internet posting of a most sobering book preface by a rnicrobiologisfwho has
done his homework and thus verified what CONTACT has been warning about
for quite some time. Please consider the implications carefully as we enter a
window wherein much has been planned by way of distractions. - E. Y.
(Please see Bacteriological Warfare, p.9)
-
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The News Desk
6/21/97

DR. AL OVERHOLT

HIGH-TECH DELIVERY SERVICE
BEAMS PACKAGES TO
YOUR HOME
From THE WEEKLY WORLD NEWS, 711997,
[quoting:]
Plans are underway for a new package delivery
service that can send a parcel from one end of the
country to the other-in a matter of seconds!
The space-age delivery system, called Beam-Ex,
uses a top secret new process that disassembles a package into its component molecules at the point of departure and reassembles them again at its destination.
"The developers have already convinced a major
U.S. company to invest heavily in Beam-Ex machines
and they have put millions into the package delivery
system," said a highly placed source connected to the
new enterprise. "This thing has set the Post Office on
its ears."
"Consumers are going to flock to use the new
system because they can get that birthday present to
Mother on the same day they buy it. They can have their
products to customers within minutes of taking an
order. It's going to revolutionize the mail system."
The extraordinary new technological breakthrough
that forms the basis for Beam-Ex was the work of a team
of scientists from MIT and Stanford, according to
rumors among top execs in this city. The scientists
worked secretly for 12 years to perfect a machine that
could break down objects into their basic molecules,
send them through fiber-optic cables to distant locations, then restore them to their natural physical form.
And the new system, once perfected, could be expanded to include the transport of humans and animals,
according to the source.
He believes people will be zipping to their destinations through fiber-optic cables within the next decade.
"The invention of this system is like the invention
of the airplane," he explained. "It's going to change
the way we live." [End quoting]
There is very little technical fiction in Star Trek.
We all should be very careful about using the
phrase 'that's impossible".

BORDER AREA 2 1-CALLS
FOR
THE ELIMINATION
OF BORDER BETWEEN
MEXICO AND U.S.
From The Free American , April 1997, [quoting:]
SHOW LOW-The utopian city of the future will
be devoid of nationalism, racial strife and individual
sovereignty, according to the latest information out of
the White House.
Tucked beneath the coattails of the 1993 North
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) was an
additional agreement implementing what has come to
be called the LaPaz Agreement that calls for the elimination of the United StatesMexico international Border at Arizona, New Mexico, California and Texas.
The La Paz Agreement was implemented in January
1997 and calls for a 60-mile strip north and south of the
border to be an open zone and will be called "Border
Region 21".
The agreement is a new environmental program
that eliminates sovereignty as well as the borders of the
two countries with funding provided through the creation of the "Border Environment Cooperation Project"
(BECO) and the North American Development Bank
(NADBank).
According to California Investigative reporter

Karen Bixman, the new region has literally created an
area that combines both Mexico and the United States
into one and will affect 10 million people.
The major purpose of Border 21 is to provide
Sustainable Development to the newly created border
region. According to treaty documents, Sustainable
Development seeks to restructureeducationby "providing lifelong learning opportunities (OBE) and creates
visioning councils which will limit urban sprawl, refurbishes land area to be designed for pedestrian and
bicycle traffic and makes use of rail corridors for
intercommunity visions."
To manage the newly created region, US federal
agencies and Mexican agencies have been combined.
For environmental protection: The US Environmental
Protection Agency, Natural Resources and Fisheries
and Mexico's Secretariat for Internment and Secretariat for Social Development.
For Natural Resources: The US Department of the
Interior, the US Department of Agriculture and Natural
Resources and Fisheries.
For Border Water Resources: US-Mexican sections
of the International Boundary and Water Commissions.
For Environmental Health: US Department of
Health and Human Services and Mexico's Secretariat
of Foreign Relations and International institutions such
as BECO and NADBand.
Some of the key objectives of the agencies will be
within the biodiversity and protected areas:
(1) Improving and expanding protection of species
and habitats.
(2) Promoting sustainable management of natural
resources in the entire border zone through productive
projects to improve the quality of life for local communities.
(3) Managing natural protected areas to guarantee
the conservation of ecosystems and biodiversity. To
manage this area properly, the US Geological Survey
has acquired infrared aerial photography. The Cameras will do mapping of the area as well as the monitoring of proper land usage, forest management, water
resources and the protection of natural resources.
(4) Promoting sustainable aqua culture development while preventing habitat degradation and declines in resident species. [End quoting]
The Elite planners always make it sound like they
will build a garden of Eden for their slaves until they
have the funds and control they want so badly. Then
they put the noose around our necks.

MUSLIM
TERRORISM
From the INTERNET, 6/16/97, [quoting:]
Two million Muslins gathered on Mt. Arafat outside Saudi Arabia's most holy city of Mecca to pray for
the destruction the the United States and Israel at the
gathering of the pilgrims. Tens of thousands defied the
Saudi warnings and demonstrated their hatred of the
two countries. Radio broadcasts carried their chants of
"Death to America" and "Death of Israel". Mohammed
Reyshahri, the head of the Iranian pilgrims said, "We
are gathered here today to show our hatred and anger at
the Great Satan, America." On Sunday, the pilgrims
from 100 countries performed the final rite of the
festival in Mina, as they stoned three monuments representing the devil. This devil is now interpreted to be
the United States of America. The Islamic religion is
peddling "sanctified" hatred. It is all right to hate
America because Allah sanctions it. Their terrorists
are practicing "sanctified" murder. It was all right to
bomb the New York Trade Center because Allah sanctioned it. Americans need to wake up to the threat of
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this demonic religion. [End quoting]
What do we expect from them when our government has been helping to destroy them and their country? [See Front Page story also.]

STATE COMES OUT
AGAINST TREATIES
From THE FREE AMERICAN, April 1997,
[quoting:]
PHOENIX- The 43rd session of the Arizona State
Legislature is considering a memorial that will urge the
Congress of the United States to refuse to ratify any
more global treaties until a determination of their
impact on states has been made.
The memorial, HCM 2007, was introduced by a
slew of legislators, including Rep. Jake Flake of Snowflake, and reminds Congress that the Tenth Amendment
of the Constitution of the United States provides that
"the powers not delegated to the United States by the
Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are
reserved to the States respectively, or to the peoplen
and that the federal government, by entering into international treaties, is exceeding its authority under the
Constitution.
One reason for the bill's introduction is because
President Bill Clinton has expressed his intention to
make the ratification of four international treaties a top
priority, in spite of a ruling by the Supreme Court that
said a treaty preempts both the Constitution and federal
laws.
The memorial states "these treaties include those
proposed by the Convention on Biological Diversity
and Human Convention on the Rights of the Child. The
ratification of these onerous proposals would strip
states and individuals of their constitutionally granted
authority and would result in the United Nations
weilding more authority over citizens of the United
States than does the federaf government. The creation
of the World Trade Organization (WTO) has already
given the United Nations the authority to impose sanctions not ony on any nation but on individual industries
within a soverign nation and the treaties adversely
affect the rights of states and the people as delegated by
the federal Constitution."
While a memorial has no teeth like a bill or law, if
approved, it is the first step in notifing the federal
government that the state intends to regain state control of those matters affecting the State of Arizona and
its people. [End quoting]
Hopefully, all states will start taking back their
power.

PRESS RELEASE
From PAUL & JODI H O F ~ A N a, FAX, May 13,
1997, (quoting:)
On May Ist, Jodi Hoffman, a Florida mother of
three, sued the Ft. Lauderdale-Broward County school
district for teaching inappropriate sex education to
over 200,000 children in public schools indirect violation of Florida Statutes and School Board policy. This
is the first time in American history that a major
metropolitan public school curriculum has been so
extensively challenged in the courts.
The lawsuit asks for both injunctive relief and
money damages. Trial by jury has been requested. This
is a precedent-setting case. Florida Statutes specifically require that abstinence be promoted as the way to
avoid teenage pregnancy and that the curriculum must
respect the rights and conscience of parents.
The video portion of the human sexuality course
was produced by ABC television. It tells students how
much abortions cost, where and how they can be obtained, what states are currently not enforcing abortion
laws and how children can keep their parents from
finding out they are receiving abortions or contraceptives. Text includes more than 50 articles which promote, favor, justify or condone pre-marital sex, marital
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infidelity, promiscuity and gay homosexuality as appropriate lifestyle choices.
Other materials also given to children include photos of teenage homosexuals lying on a couch hugging
and kissing, wearing ballgowns and competing inbeauty
pageants plus ads for nude strip clubs, massage parlors,
escort services, two-woman nude shows, nude friction
dancing and more.
Mrs. Hoffman's husband, a local attorney, gave up
his law practice to investigate and pursue the case after
attempts to reason with the school district proved futile. He has also been requested by concerned parents
to file a similar suit in neighboring Miami-Dade County
where more than 250,000 children attend public schools.
This is one battle that decent Americans cannot
afford to lose. At stake is the right of parents to
preserve their children's innocence and moral values.
The very existence of the American family is in danger
because of the explicit sex education curriculum being
taught in American schools today.
For more information: Phone the Hoffmans in
Florida (954) 349-0366, Fax954 349-0361 or R.A.M.P.
(Restore America's Moral Pride) Phone 954 349-0366
or Fax 954-349-036 1. [End quoting]
This is or should be criminal conduct by the
teacbtrs, for telling children how to keep information
about their abortions from their parents. There are
laws pertaining to aiding and abetting.

than half a century until the early '70s. [End quoting]
Our government is just as bad if not worse. They
are taking many children by force from their homes
through the child welfare programs and are using and
abusing many of them. They are not about to apologize
or compensate the parents either.
Our government also knows where many of the
thousands of children taken off the streets are and what
they are doing-being turned into mind-controlled
rlaves.

DANISH FIRM REPORTS BUG IN
NETSCAPE W E B BROWSER
Excerpted from THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles,
6/13/97, [quoting:]
A potentially damaging bug that affects all versions of Netscape Communications Corp.'s popular
Navigator Internet browser software has been discovered by a Danish software firm,
The bug, which even meets the final test version of
Netscape's Communicator Suite product released
Wednesday was reported by Cabocomm, a software
company located about 100 miles west of Copenhagen,
Denmark.
Researchers there say the flaw makes it possible for
Web-site operators to read anything stored on the hard
drive of a PC logged on to the Web site.
Until the bug is fixed, Cabocomm said, confidential letters, business spreadsheets-nearly all documentation on your PC--can potentially be stolen.
The test showed that Internet security "firewallsnsoftware designed to protect confidential information
on computer networks--offer no protection from the
bug.
Mike Homer, vice president of marketing for
Netscape said the Mountain View company is trying to
confirm the flaw's existence, and if there is a problem,
the company will post a patch and software, browser
update on its Web site <www.netscape.com>. [End
quoting]
It's hard for me to believe that they didn't know
about this bug. (It was probably a planted bug.) Knowing the Elite as well as CONTACT readers do, we can
expect them to always have some way to get into your
files, especially as long as you have your computer tied
to a telephone line.
DON'T TRUSTYOURCRITICAL INFORMATION
ON A COMPUTER WHICH HAS A MODEM IN ITEVEN THEN, IF SOMEONE REALLY WANTS YOUR
INFORMATION THEY CAN GET IT FROM THE
RADIATING FREQUENCIES FROM YOUR KEYBOARD AS YOU TYPE.

NO

APOLOGY
From THE MODESTO BEE, 5/29/97, [quoting:]
Australia ruled out any compensation or apology
Wednesday for 100,000 Aboriginal children forcibly
taken from their families by the government for more
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nomic Slaves?
Why does a criminal investigation of our leaders
take years, while citizens are routinely [quickly] incarcerated on minor charges? What has happened to our
right to trial by jury and does the jury have the right to
nullify law? Why are our American heritage and our
founding fathers being discarded in our history books?
Who is responsible?
Does the FBI falsify crime reports? Is the CIA
involved in the drug trade? Is the War on Drugs merely
an excuse to violate our Constitutional rights and install a total police state? Is the NSA and SRO meant to
OUR SERVICE
spy on Americans and remove all possible means of
ECONOMY
revolt? Is the purpose of AIDSICancer research to find
Excerpted from BLUE DUCK newsletter, May 1997, a cure or prevent one from being found? Are AIDS,
Gulf War Syndrome and abortion, government funded
[quoting:]
As millions of manufacturing jobs leave this coun- to reduce the population as a part of Sustainable develtry for Mexico, China and elsewhere, we're told not to opment? Is the Department of Energy responsible for
worry. We're moving into the Information Age, and a suppression of new forms of energy to maintain the
stranglehold Big Oil has on our economy? Is the
"service economy".
Presumably, the latter refers to flipping hamburg- rewilding of America a method to reduce private land
ers at McDonalds, and making beds at Best Western. ownership?
Is the UN our salvation or our conqueror? Will
But the Information Age? You think, perhaps that
means highly skilled Americans doing computer work, world government based on socialism replace our Constitutional Republic? Has it already? Why are Amerifor good wages, instead of working in a factory?
can taxpayer dolltrs being used as Foreign Aid to
If so, think again.
A major trend, barely reported in the media, is the support Russian and other Communist-controlled Dicexport of those technologyjobs. Large corporations are tatorships?
It seems impossible to have these questions adhiring cheap labor overseas, in places like India, to do
their computer work right there in that country. And dressed impartially by the New York Post, Time,
everything is transferred electronically, from here to Newsweek, CBS, NBC, ABC or CNN. Can it be their
membership in the Council on Foreign Relations has
there and back. Which illustrates once again...
Most large corporations have no loyalty to their compromised them? Is the Council on Foreign Relations America's most prestigious organization or a nest
employees, their community, or their country.
Instead, the top executives tend to be obsessed with of traitors to our Constitution?
If you would like to know the answers to these vitd
their companies' profits, its share prices, and how
much they'll end up making from their stock options. questions, there is only one answer. A National Forum!
The idea of a National Fonun was first advanced by
[End quoting]
Sheila Reynolds of ReswrrecNon News. She describes
We've bum had once again!!
it as an opportunity for representatives of government
and their various agencies to meet with knowledgeable
THE FREE AMERICAN JOINS THE
DEMAND FOR A NATIONAL FORUM sovereigns/people from the MilitialPatriotiConstitutional community IN FRONT OF LIVE TELEVISION
From THE FREE AMERZCAN, April 1997, [quot- AND BROADCAST NATIONALLY.
If those in government truly believe that the Miliing:]
We call for all Patriotic Americans and Media to do tia, the Patriots, the Constitutionalists and Tax protesters are the threat they claim us to be, this would be the
the same!
The President, FBI and mass media seem to perfect way to expose us, live, to the American people,
consider Christians and American Patriots a criminal without the slant applied by the national media. All of
element. Christians and Patriots consider high-level America would be a witness.
Does this sound like an investigation more worthy
government officials to be guilty of deceit, deception,
of our news media than the O.J. trials?
and possibly treason.
Send this to your Congressman or Representative
What is the truth and who are the real criminals?
and ask him to support a National Forum.
Send this to your newspaper, patriot and main
WE WANT ANSWERS
TO THESE QUESTIONS!
stream. Ask them to support a National Forum.
This is not about race or religion. This is about
There is the question of the overt installation of freedom and liberty for all. Ask your fiends, neighbors
Democracy over our Constitutional Republic. Do we and relatives to join together in calling for these quesstill pledge allegiance to the Republic? There is the tions to be aired. If anyone ridicules you, tell them we
question of the apparent adherence to the principles of merely want to know what type of government we will
Communism (i.e., a central bank and progressive in- leave to our children and their children.
The news media assures us everything is fine in
come tax) over our Bill of Rights. (The Right to bear
America. If this were true, would we owe a national
arms, to be secure from search and seizure.)
Are we being robbed of our Christian heritage and debt of 5 trillion dollars? If this is still a free country,
Laws? Has a Talmudic system of government replaced the people have the right to know the answers to the
our Christian laws? Have we lost our common law questions we have posed.
If you love the America created by our Founding
courts to an equity system that favors the Elite? Is our
private property slowly being absorbed by the state? Is Fathers and you recognize the domestic invasion,
the Income Tax really voluntary or is the IRS a criminal both political and philosophical, show your support
collection agency for the Bankers? Is the United States by placing American flag postage inverted on all of
really a bankrupt corporation whose citizens and their your mailing. Purchase American Flag patches and
earnings are pledged to the international bankers? sew them on your shirts and caps inverted. Copy and
Why was our gold stolen in 1933 and given to the distribute this document everywhere.
GET INVOLVED!
bankers? Is the Federal Reserve system Constitutional?
The Free American, 505-423-3250 or FAX 505Are we under martial law as per the revised Trading
With The Enemy Act of 19331 Does the President rule 423-3258. [End quoting]
Always seek guidance from above before joining
by emergency decree as the Kings of old? Are Executive Orders constitutional? Are we Sovereigns or eco- in protest activities.
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VIOLENT CRIMES PLUMM.ET 7?4-
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region except the South, which saw a 2 percent increase.
Among the factors for the decrease cited by police
chiefs and academics:
The huge, postwar baby boom generation's passage from its crime-prone years into middle age.
* Declines i n criminal turf wars as crack cocaine
markets matured. [As the big boys-like Bush and

gence leadership are ultra-conservative cliques of Gcnerals and Intelligence officials, who are still virulently
fearful of Communist takeover, and who are reactionExcerpted from THE ORLANDO SENTINEL,
ary fundamentalist religionists. They view China's
6/2/97, [quoting:]
advances in research and development to the point of
Violent crimes reported to police dropped by a
antigravity technology competency as representing a
record 7 percent in 1996 as overall serious crime declear and present danger to U.S. military hegemony in
ciined for a fifth straight year [Isn't it interesting
the world. Further, they fear that revelations of Chithat's the approximate time bip-lime liar Clinton has Clinton-tookover more and more t u r f - e t t i n g down nese government attempts to secretly make contribuon turf wars?]
been in office?], the FBI reported Sunday.
tions to American political campaigns represents an
Led by record declines of 11 percent in murders and
* Police efforts to disarm criminals and juveniles, attempt to exercise an eventual Communist takeover of
6 percent in aggravated assaults, preliminary FBI fig- including "zero tolerancen campaigns, originated in America.
ures showed that violent crimes of murder, rape, rob- New York City, against minor disorder crimes such as
These right-wing Generals and Intelligence offb
bery and aggravated assault together had the largest playing loud music. Such enforcement activity gives cials thus seek to block any public acknowledgment by
one-year depolice more chances to the government of UFO reality, because world accline in the
search for illegal wea~ons knowledement of extraterrestrial visitation and anti35 years since
[Wky does pLying ioud gravity tichnology (UFOs) would permit China to disthe FBI began
music give the cops an play its antigravity craft. Thus, China would appear an
reporting
excuse to search a per- equally-advanced rival to American military technolo b and be seen by impressionable countries as an
year-to-year
son?].
[End quoting]
This list shok the crime index total &d the numI'm sure CONTACT alternative super-power to cozy up to. Thus, the mili.comparisons'
ber of murders in 1995 and 1996 for rhajor Florida readers can read between tary and intelligence right wing oppose revealing UFO
in
1961.
cities, as reported by local police agencies to the these lines very well.
[Can
you
reality.
i m a g i n e
Realize that England
Welcome to the Byzantine world of Washington
FBI. The index is the sum of murders, rapes, robwhat these
beries, aggravated assaults, burglaries, thefts and just passed a no-gun-for- politics, where the right of the public to free and wellf i g u r e s
any- reason law. The Elite informed flow of information comes in last. [End
auto thefts reported to police.
world be if
wouldn't use these figures quoting]
they had inAnti-gravity has been around for decades so it
city
Year
Index Murders to state that "we've been
cluded the
gaining on crime because shouldn't be any surprise if China has had it for a long
1995
' 7,249
4
l Clearwater
crimes of &
we passed tougher gun time.
1996
7,577
2
tvpes,
inlaws, but now we have to
ONLY
cluding murtake away all of the guns so
Fort Lauderd~ls
1995
27 that we can lower the crime
25,036
ders,
that
HUMAN
1996
25,487
34
w e r e
rate much more," would
commited by
they?
From ANGELS ON EARTH. JulytAug. 1996,
Hialeah
1995
15,654
17
or caused to
Bill Clinton has just Guideposts, 39 Seminary Hill Rd., Carmel, NY
1996
18,210
12 taken credit for the lowest 10512, [quoting:]
be committed
by the gangunemployment i n 24
The end of the semester always meant a blizzard of
Hollywood
1995
5
12,146
years-so why shouldn't he paperwork when I was an associate professor at North
sters i n the
1996
12,535
10 take credit for the lowest Dakota State University. One year I was particularly
White House
and the govcrime rate in 35 years- snowed under and the deadline for handing in marks
Jacksonville
1995
86
61,129
ernmerrt offieven though it is probably loomed. I looked at the stacks piled high on my desk:
cials in the
the highest on record-if
2500 exams and research projects. I needed to sort
1996 ' 59,534 , 8 85
U n i t e d
you include all of his them before I could even think of grades, but the task
Miami
1995
59,170
110 crimes.
seemed insurmountable. I'll be here forever, I thought
S t a t e s ?
These are the
It's probably a safe bet and asked God to help me get my work done somehow.
1996
52,918 ,
124
phoney /inthat the crime amongst the
I had just begun reading and organizing when I
Orlando
1995
20,750 J: - 19
Elite is the highest Ia sensed someone standing in the doorway and heard a
ures for the
* k ,
slaves-not
man's history-they art quiet knock. "Would you like some help?" a young
:
1996":."'24,055 *$;
13
"onlym stealing the prop- woman asked.
.
for
the
St. Petfrrsburg,:,,
1995. .i.22899: %,.;,
"What timing!" I said, looking her up and down in
30 erties and freedom of all
-=I
,? q:l
9
the
billions
of
people
on
disbelief,
thinking she was a stray graduate student
The f a r
2.!3,w
26
..I.
, r
g
. .;:&,f4
with time on her hands. With no introduction and
more numerthis planet.
needing little direction she plunged into the mess,
ous property
working quickly. We fashioned a smooth, high-speed
crimes of burTHE
assembly line. Neither of us paused to talk and in less
glary, larceny-theft
than an hour we finished, Now I was ready to grade.
"Is there anything else?" she asked.
and auto theft
From the INTERNET,
"Thanks, I can take it from here," I said distnctcollectively
6/9/97, by Richard Boylan,
$cimk
FBI
- * " * 4 i..
PhD,
~www.ufonetwork.
edly,
plunging into the first exam.
. + ' qf.\t:i#C$*f:
.
, "
dropped by 3
:\ A+
.
&
T
E
D
, 4P
A hectic week later 1 handed in my marks--on
percent.
comlboyl.n>, (quoting :]
A Washington, DC- time. Then it occurred to me: I h8d never seen the
All toarea intelligence "cutout" young woman before and I had not seen her since. She
gether, t h e
seven serious reported crimes logged a 3 percent de- who has been quite reliable passes on information that wasn't a colleague a d couldn't have been 8 student.
cline, the largest since a 3.3 percent drop in 1982.
China now has acquired antigravity technology, which Campus was closed for semester break. But my prayer
Violent crime was down in every region, in every the U.S. has had and applied to successfully-flying had been heard and help came knocking. -Shirley
size city, in suburbs and in rural areas. Property crime aerospace vehicles since at least 1989. A world-class Lolbcrg, Chadron, Nebraska (End quoting]
We never know how our help will come, when m
also was down in every type of location and every UFO/ET research professional has additionally provided
me information that a renegade group in Japan also trust in God.
possesses antigravity technology. He reports that the
Editorial Policv
possession of such extreme technology, [which besides
For those who may like to contact
ult--@astdeployment also involves radar and optical Ronn here is his address:
and potentially time travel capabilities] by
Opinions of the CONTACT ink,*ibility
a sometimes-hostile Asian superpower such as China
contributors are their own and do destabilizes the West's military edge.
Ronn Jackson-33866
The China development has implications for
not necessarily reflect those of the impeding
Box 7000 7BlDA
the public acknowledgment of UFO reality by NNCC
the
U.S.
Government.
The
connection
is
thus.
CONTACT staff or management.
Carson City, NV 89702
Within the highest levels of military and intelli-
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told His
Of America

J

Part XVI Of A Series
Editor's note: Part I of this ongoing series was
7. The soil is rocky and non-productive; and the
presented in the 8/13/96 issue of CONTACT. We here land does not support game.
present the latest installment and the end of Volume I
8. There are no educational facilities.
of the series.
9. The population has always exceeded the land
base.
6/17/97 RAY BILGER
10. The population has always been held as prisoners and kept dependent upon others.
In November of 1969, a group of Native AmeriFurther, it would be fitting and symbolic that ships
cans (Indians) seized the island of Alcatraz in San from all over the world, entering the Golden Gate,
Francisco Bay. The tiny island had served for many would first see Indian land, and thus be reminded of
years as a federal prison site. But the prison had been the true history of this nation. This tiny island would
closed and the island was only occupied by some care- be a symbol of the great lands once ruled by free and
takers. The Indians refused the orders of U.S. Gov- noble Indians. (End quoting)
ernment officials to leave, and instead issued the folThe Indians' actions were symbolic of the way they
lowing statement to explain their claim to the island, had been treated by the White Man for the past 500
(quoting:)
years. Would that they could have been allowed to keep
PROCLAMATION: TO THE GREAT WHITE FA- the tiny island, but they were forcibly evicted in June
THER AND ALL HIS PEOPLE.
of 1971. Their occupation of the island provided a
We, the native Americans, re-claim the land known rather interesting and telling climax to a decade in
as Alcatraz Island in the name of all American Indi- America that will not soon be forgotten. Those Indians were by no means the only ones willing to stand
ans by right of discovery.
We wish to be fair and honorable in our dealings up for their rights.
As the decade of the 1960s began, America was
with the Caucasian inhabitants of this land, and hereby
already well into its permanent war economy, with the
offer the following treaty:
We will purchase said Alcatraz Island for twenty- carefully planned Cold War as the centerpiece of the
four dollars ($24) in glass beads and red cloth, a pre- facade. In 1960, the military budget was already $45.8
cedent set by the Whiteman's purchase of a similar is- billion, or 49.7 percent of the national budget. In the
land about 300 years ago. We know that $24 in trade first fourteen months of the Kennedy Administration,
goods for these 16 acres is more than was paid when over $9 billion was added to the defense budget. That
Manhattan Island was sold, but we know that land val- was a lot of money in those days.
ues have risen over the years. Our offer of $1.24 per
Increasingly significant portions of the defense
acre is greater than the 476 per acre that the White budget were being used for expenditures that the avermen are now paying the California Indians for their age American would never be told about, such as Black
land. We will give to the inhabitants of this island a Ops (covert operations) and for the building of extenportion of that land for their own, to be held in trust sive and elaborate underground facilities (including citby the American Indian Affairs and by the bureau of ies, tunnels, and transcontinental transportation sysCaucasian Affairs to hold in perpetuity-for as long tems) all around the nation. In 1959, the Rand Corpoas the Sun shall rise and the rivers go down to the sea. ration had hosted a "Deep Underground Construction
We will further guide the inhabitants in the proper way Symposium" in which it was demonstrated that there
of living. We will offer them our religion, our educa- were machines in use which could bore a tunnel fortytion, our life-ways, in order to help them achieve our five feet in diameter, at a rate of five feet per hour!
level of civilization and thus raise them and all their Five years of all-out secret underground construction
White brothers up from their savage and unhappy state. had already produced significant progress.
We offer this treaty in good faith and wish to be fair
John F. Kennedy's Inaugural Address gave a boost
and honorable in our dealings with all White men.. .. to America's "official" Space Program when he anWe feel that this so-called Alcatraz Island is more nounced that the United States would put a man on the
than suitable for an Indian Reservation, as determined Moon before the end of the decade. It is not clear (but
by the White man's own standards. By this we mean doubtful) whether J.F.K. knew (as MJ-12 certainly did)
that this place resembles most Indian reservations in that a joint Alien, United States and Soviet Union base
already existed on the Moon at the very moment
that:
1. It is isolated from modern facilities, and with- Kennedy was giving his address!!
As you may recall, we left off in Part XV of this
out adequate means of transportation.
series with the U.S. Government trying to decide just
2. It has no fresh running water.
exactly what to do about the Cuban situation. When
3. It has inadequate sanitation facilities.
4. There are no oil or mineral rights.
J.F.K. took office in 1961, the Central Intelligence
5. There is no industry and so unemployment is Agency (C.I.A.) had 1,400 Cuban exiles, armed and
very high.
trained in Guatemala.
6. There are no health care facilities.
One must remember something very important. In
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1948, both Cuba and the United States of America were
2 of the 21 countries in the Western Hemisphere who
were signatories to the founding of an international
association called the Organization of American States
(O.A.S.). The O.A.S. functions much like the United
Nations (U.N.), except that it only functions for this
hemisphere. One of the primary purposes of the 0.A. S.
was and is to promote and maintain peaceful relations
among member states. In fact the Charter of the O.A.S.
reads in part: "No state or group of states has the right
to intervene, directly or indirectly, for any reason whatever, in the internal or external affairs of any other
state." That seems logical enough and certainly is respectful of our neighbors, but anyone familiar with
C.I.A. operations, operatives or agents knows that the
C.I.A. has infiltrators (spies) in almost every U.S. Embassy around the world. They are called ambassadors.
Despite the O.A.S. Charter, President Kennedy was
moving ahead with plans to use the C.1.A.-trained force
of Cuban exiles, along with some American participants and American planes, to launch an invasion of
Cuba at the Bay of Pigs on the South Coast of Cuba,
90 miles from Havana. It was difficult to keep such a
major military plan completely secret, and the press
caught wind that something was happening.
On April 13, 1961, Kennedy held a press conference and clearly stated that "there will not be, under
any conditions, any intervention in Cuba by United
States armed forces." The media, being the obedient
lap-dogs they are (instead of the watch-dogs they're
supposed to be), made certain that the public was not
told the truth. The New Republic, a few weeks before
the invasion, was about to print an article on the C.I.A.
training of Cuban exiles. An advance copy of the article was brought to Kennedy's attention and he asked
that it not be printed. The New Republic complied.
The New York Times was about to run a story on the
imminent invasion of Cuba, but at the government's
request, it did not!
On April 17, 1961, the Bay of Pias invasion was
launched using Cuban exiles as ground forces, supported by American planes with American pilots.
Kennedy had authorized the use of unmarked Navy jets,
but B-25s were painted with Cuban Air Force insignias and bombed several military airports in Cuba.
These air raid flights actually originated in Florida!
Our Ambassador to the U.N., Adlai Stevenson, speaking before the U.N. General Assembly, in a widely publicized speech, stated to the world that no U.S. "personnel" or "government planes" participated in the
invasion. He said that the pilots "apparently defected
from Castro's tyranny," and "to the best of our knowledge the planes are from Castro's air force."
Needless to say, the entire fiasco was a miserable
failure, not because of insufficient air coverage, as some
officials claimed, but because the Cuban people, instead of rising up against Castro as anticipated by the
C.I.A., closed ranks in support of their leader. In less
than three days, Cuba's volunteer militia and army had
crushed the invaders. President Kennedy took the
blame for the whole affair, but the blame really belonged to those who had designed a C.I.A. whose operations included the overthrow of governments. There
is no provision in our Constitution for those kinds of
actions.
The assassination attempt on Castro had failed, and
in its wake we were left with a vast illegal bureaucracy
which had been built up since 1959. This assemblage
of case officers, supply coordinators, accountants, lawyers and public relations experts continued in existence well beyond the 1961 invasion. The C.I.A. had
planned everything for a complete takeover of Cuba.
According to a U.S. Senate Select Committee to Study
Governmental Operations with Respect to Intelligence
Activities, included were criminal elements, such as
Mafia specialists for assassination plots. Some of the
C.1.A.-trained Cuban exiles later turned to drug trafficking and other crimes.
After their assignment had ended, some of these
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criminals would turn up in the White House. Among ing to work with the Jews. I'm going to make Jack the land and Laos (a Lansky/C.I.A./Mossad operation).
Kennedy believed that American military involvethose who had worked in the C.I.A.'s Miami station, first Irish Catholic President of the United States and
known as JMWAVE, was a man named E. Howard Hunt. if it means working with the Jews, so be it." Joe knew ment in Vietnam was not appropriate, and he had made
an announcement that by Christmas (of 1963) he would
Hunt was an agency "cowboyn, or clandestine opera- where the power was!
Then Joe Kennedy went to see Sam Giancana, Chi- bring 1,000 of our troops home and by the end of 1965
tor, who had brought together key Cuban exiles with
military and intelligence experience. Hunt would later cago Mafia Boss (and close personal friend of Frank we would be completely out of %etnam. This went
emerge in relation to the infamous Watergate affair Sinatra), who had saved his life when the Jewish mob- over like a lead balloon at the C.I.A., which oversaw
under President Nixon. The C.I.A. made a few more sters put a contract on Joe's life. The Giancana family (with Mossad) the drug running, and at the Pentagon,
covert attempts to assassinate Castro, but were unsuc- says that Joe begged Sam to support Jack in the elec- which stood to lose business, and at the arms manucessful. Perhaps Castro was destined to lead the Cu- tion, but Sam remained unconvinced that Kennedy facturers and the big oil companies, all of which stood
ban people who brought him to power and defended could offer him anything for his help. To this Joe to lose substantially. Kennedy wanted peace, but the
Kennedy reportedly replied, "You help me now, Sam, Elite said NO! The real money is made in prosecuting
him at the Bay of Pigs.
The first two years of the Kennedy Administration and I'll see to it that Chicago, that you, can sit in the a war, and Vietnam eventually lasted a long time and
were trying times for the national security apparatus goddamned Oval Office if you want.... you have my word" made a lot of people rich.
J.F.K. saw that the C.I.A. was out of control and
Meanwhile, J.F.K. was making his own deals with
that had come to dominate the American government.
There was the Bay of Pigs fiasco, the building of the the Mafia. F.B.I. phone taps and documents clearly operating under its own agenda. He fired C.I.A. DiBerlin Wall, rising tensions with our European allies, show that Kennedy had "direct contact" with Meyer rector Allen Dulles and declared that he would "splinthe erosion of the Diem regime in Vietnam, unrest with Lansky during the 1960 presidential campaign. Lansky ter the C.I.A. in a thousand pieces and scatter it to the
our Black Citizens in the South who wanted the same was devoted to Israel, the Mossad and the Rothschilds winds."
John F. Kennedy also wanted to end the Federal
civil rights as everyone else, and perhaps most signifi- (also involved in the assassination). It was Lansky's
cant, the installation in September and October of 1962 associate in Los Angeles, Mickey Cohen, who arranged Reserve's control of our money system. and instead
of Soviet medium-range missiles and bombers in Cuba! for J.F.K. to meet Marilyn Monroe. She then got in- have the Treasury of the United States of America isThis last, however, was really no different than formation for the Mossad on Kennedy's plans for Is- sue interest-free money. If he had been allowed to do
what we had already done to the Soviets. We had plenty rael. But in his presidential campaign, J.F.K. had that, we would have no national debt today. Thus, the
of U.S. Military bases close to Russia. But this was pledged that if he became president he would end the international bankers who own the FED wanted to get
the first time in America's history where we had land- power that special interest groups had, especially for- rid of Kennedy. Abraham Lincoln had been the last
based enemy missiles poised only 90 miles from our eign ones, on influencing the outcome of elections and president to try to take control of our money away from
foreign policy through their financial and political the bankers and look what happened to him!
shores.
Perhaps most disturbing to the Elite One World
Kennedy responded with a naval blockade of Cuba manipulation. Was J.F.K. playing both sides of the
Controllers was the fact that J.F.K. had informed MJwhich stopped the Soviet ships from reaching their fence? Apparently so.
The Jewish lobby and the Mafia were both in for a 12 (Majestic Twelve) that he intended to reveal the
destination. As Secretary of State Dean Rusk phrased
it, the superpowers were "eyeball to eyeball". The whole rude awakening as J.F.K. eventually decided to clean presence of aliens (our space brothers and sisters) to
missile crisis faded into the Kennedy-Khrushchev ac- house. Kennedy ended up double crossing both ele- the American people within the following year, and he
cords, and one wonders if the whole thing was not care- ments and they were both understandably outraged. ordered the development of a plan to implement this
fully planned, staged and orchestrated to cause our Both elements would be deeply involved in the big plan decision. Our Controllers simply could not allow that
to happen as it would destroy their possible plans to
people to live in fear, to learn to hate our Russian en- to assassinate J.F.K.
President Kennedy had slowly become disen- orchestrate a fake alien invasion to unite the peoples
emy, and to offer yet another pretext for more and more
chanted with things as he saw them in Camelot. He of the world under a One World Government to defend
military buildup?
Dr. John Coleman maintains that the Club of Rome had made a promise to carry on a global crusade "in ourselves against the fabricated threat. Recent straws
(part of the Committee of 300) played a key role in the the pursuit of liberty", and he was beginning to be in the wind would suggest this is a timely moment to
missile crisis. This is completely understandable. genuinely concerned with doing something about the remind of these Elite plans to pull-off some such masThen the "Club" tried to sell its "crisis managementn overwhelming corruption he was uncovering at every sive farce.
Also, the very popular, progressive President
program, a forerunner of F.E.M.A., to J.F.K. Several turn. This decision on his part would prove to be faTavistock scientists went to meet with Kennedy to ex- tal, not only for his administration and what he was Kennedy was increasingly being seen as sure to be reelected one year later in November of 1964. For these and
plain things, but he rejected their advice. After J.F.K.'s attempting to do, but for J.F.K personally as well!
In 1963, the actions of the President of the United other reasons he had to be stopped by the Global Elite.
assassination, the scientists were back in Washington,
U.S. Air Force Colonel (Ret.) L. Fletcher Prouty
D.C., and this time their talks were successful!
States of America had many international implications.
One thing for certain did come out of the missile At the same time, the Elite One World Controllers had has an impressive and extensive background in the area
crisis: the military-industrial-complex kept growing been orchestrating major international events for many of clandestine operations. From 1955 through 1963,
and growing. With that new media tool of control, the decades. Thus, it should come as no surprise to learn Col. Prouty served as Chief of Special Operations for
television, at their disposal, our One World Control- from Dr. John Coleman (author of the book called Con- the Joint Chiefs of Staff. He also served in a similar
lers were really going to town. But the real shining spirators' Heirarchy, The Committee of3OO) that long- capacity in the Offlce of Special Operations of the Ofhour of what that TV was capable of would come in time member of the Committee of 300, Sir William fice of the Secretary of Defense. And he headed the
Stephenson, Chief of British Intelligence, had master- Special Operations Office of the U.S. Air Force.
the form of the Kennedy assassination!!
Col. Prouty was quite familiar with organizing and
That TV showed the people everything they needed minded the Kennedy assassination. Of course, to pull
off
such
a
massive
project
that
would
fool
the
whole
setting
up the operations ofthe Secret Service for PresiOn
May
to see to keep them distracted and pacified.
5, 1961, right after the Bay of Pigs fiasco, Americans world would require the carefully coordinated efforts dent Eisenhower during the president's travels. In
watched as Alan B. Shepard, Jr., made history as he of intelligence organizations, governments, and all of addition, Prouty would organize the assistance of certain military units as support for the Secret Service in
rode the Redstone-Mercury rocket as America's (al- the major media from around the globe.
In the three-month period prior to Kennedy's as- specific situations. Col. Prouty points out that, prior
leged) first man in space. But that couldn't be possible if we already had a basebn the muon! Well, the Ameri- sassination many very important and interesting things to J.F.K.'s visit to Dallas, Texas, calls were made to
happened. President Kennedy had made a speech be- certain military units and to certain Secret Service
can public would never be told the truth about that.
Throughout 1961 and 1962, America sent thou- fore the General Assembly of the United Nations stat- units, telling them, "You won't be needed in Dallas."
sands of military "advisers" over to Southeast Asia and ing that he was not going to have N.A.S.A. arrange The assumption of the military or Secret Service comVietnam. But the use of the term "advisern was really for the U.S. to fly to the Moon by ourselves, but that manders of those units would be that some other unit
meant to mislead the Congress, the press, and the pub- he was going to merge our space program with the was being used, as there were a lot of these units. Those
lic, because these so-called "advisers" were actually Russian space program for a joint mission to the Moon. commanders would never have dreamed that there
U.S. Army Green Berets and other elite shock troops This would have relieved Cold War tensions immea- would be no one there in Dallas to protect the president
What there was in Dallas instead were false Secret
specially trained for counterinsurgency warfare.
surably, and the Global Elite simply could not allow
When John F. Kennedy had first set his sights on that to happen. The U.S. and Russia had to remain Service agents. Many witnesses to what happened at
becoming president, he knew he had a few hurdles to mortal enemies in order to continue the financially re- Dealey Plaza (where J.F.K. was assassinated) reported
that they were taking pictures and were then apovercome. Chief among these was the Kennedy warding arms race.
Regarding
the
situation
with
respect
to
Vietnam,
proached
by men who showed the credentials of Secret
family's deep animosity with the Jewish lobby in
America, and with the Meyer Lansky crime syndicate. Kennedy felt that, if the Vietnamese people wanted fret- Service, and these men then took their cameras and
J.F.K.'s father, Joe Kennedy, wanted to make sure his dom, then they would have to fight for it themselves. confiscated their film.
There were also news photographs of policemen
son became president, so he swallowed his pride and The truth of the matter, of course, as Kennedy was well
put aside his feelings to make sure this would happen. aware, was that the Vietnam conflict was a convenient in Dallas Police uniforms, yet their uniforms did not
Joe reportedly said. "I'm going to work with the Jews. cover for the massive trade in heroin being brought match real Dallas Police uniforms. These policemen
I'm teaching my boys the whole score and they're go- out of the Golden Triangle formed by Burma, Thai- carried shotguns, which Dallas Police do not carry.
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Also, the front page of the Dallas Morning News
for Nov. 22, 1963 showed a map of President Kennedy's
route going straight down Main Street. As far as the
public knew, the parade route was changed at the last
minute, after the morning paper came out. Those who
had organized the assassination knew the real route
from the beginning of planning.
It becomes immediately obvious, just from the
above facts, that the entire assassination of J.F.K. and
the subsequent extensive cover-up of what really happened was orchestrated and meticulously carried out
by manj; personnel from numerous agencies and organizations for some specific purpose.
As the presidential motorcade drove through downtown Dallas on Friday, November 22, 1963, on Elm
Street, President Kennedy was hit by a bullet in the
back. He was also shot in the throat, being hit from a
different direction. He was also shot in the forehead,
indicating a shot from the side front. The back of his
head was completely blown off. That was from the fatal shot fired by the presidential limousine driver, William Greer. which caused Jackie Kennedv. the First

If we think about the fact that it takes time to put together a story for the newspapers, and to then set up
the presses to print the paper, it becomes obvious that
this information had to be sent out to New Zealand
(and presumably to the rest of the world) at the very
same time the assassination was announced.
There i s a big problem with this, however.
Kennedy was shot about noon. Oswald was picked up
later that afternoon for allegedly shooting an Offlcer
rippit of the Dallas Police, and only charged as a suspect in the assassination of the president after midnight, OVER 12 HOURS LATER! But the story went
international immediately after the assassination, saying Oswald had killed the president. This is conclusive evidence of a massive conspiracy to cover up whoever killed President Kennedy! As well, 150 eye witnesses at Dealey Plaza died mysteriously within 18
months of J.F.K.'s assassination! Some were "suicides", some were auto "accidents", others simply mysterious deaths, but they'd all been silenced.
Central to the assassination itself were the actual

was~obviouslya low-trajectory bullet, not one fired from
the sixth floor of a building. This shot struck the curb
of the street causing a fragment of the bullet or the
curb to hit Mr. Teague in the face. Photographers took
pictures of the man with blood running down his face.
This adds up to at least four bullets, which would
disprove the entire Warren Commission Report!
Kennedy's body was rushed out of Dallas, under extremely tight military control, back to Washington,
D.C. The pathologist examining Kennedy's body in
Washington was surrounded by officials, and the doctors were told exactly what they were to report!
In studying a photograph taken in Dealey Plaza immediately after the assassination, Col. Prouty identified Gen. Edward Lansdale, Assistant Secretary of
Defense for Special Operations. Prouty does not know
why Gen. Lansdale would have been i n Dallas at the
time. But about one month prior to this, Gen. Lansdale
had arranged for Col. Prouty to accompany a group of
U.S. Senators on a trip to the South Pole. The trip had
absolutely nothing to do with Prouty's work and, as it
turned out, he was there while the president was in
Dallas. Was Prouty sent to the South Pole because he
would not have gone along with the assassination plan
if he had discovered it? In actual fact, almost all of
J.F.K.'s Cabinet Members, and approximately 45 officials with the cabinet, were away from Washington,
D.C. on Nov. 22, 1963. Had all of these details been
intentionally arranged in advance? Col. Prouty was
portrayed as Mr. X, played by Donald Sutherland, in
Oliver Stone's movie J.EK.
To further underscore the incredible magnitude of
the official cover-up already in place on Nov. 22, 1963,
consider the following: Col. Prouty was i n New
Zealand, on his way back from the South Pole, having
breakfast with a U.S. Congressman, when he heard
about the assassination of President Kennedy. This was
already Saturday morning, Nov. 23, in New Zealand.
When it is 1:00 p.m. in Dallas, it is already 7:00 a.m.
the next morning in New Zealand. After a while newspaper dealers were down i n the street hawking a n Extra Edition of the local paper covering the death of
J.F.K. Calculating the time difference between Dallas
and New Zealand, Prouty estimates this was about three
or four hours (in real time) after the president's death.
Prouty ran out in the street and immediately got a copy
of the paper.
The newspaper had a big picture of Kennedy and
talked about the president and his administration's accomplishments. But what was of real interest was the
fact that the paper said Lee Harvey Oswald had been
accused of the assassination, and there were pages of
information about Oswald including pictures of him.
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assassins, provided by a company called PERMINDEX
(Permanent Industrial Expositions), centered at the
World Trade Mart building in downtown New Orleans.
The cover operation for PERMINDEX is presenting
business exhibitions, but in reality it is a Mossad (Israeli Intelligence)-run assassination bureau for the
Committee of 300 to carry out high-level assassinations where a l l other remedies have failed.
PERMINDEX provided three expert shooters and they
hit their target!
Although there have been over 2,000 books written on the subject of the assassination of John F.
Kennedy, a new book that just came out in October of
1996 sheds important new light on the entire affair.
The book is called Bmken Silence, written by Ray "Tex"
Brown, and published by Pinnacle Books, a division of
Kensington Publishing Corporation. This book is excellent reading, the kind you don't want to put down.
Ray Brown's story is thoroughly corroborated.
Ray Brown was 19 years old in the summer of 1963,
living in Fort Worth, Texas (near Dallas), and he
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worked at the time as a professional bounty hunter for
a man named John Marshall, an old hand and expert
in the business. Marshall was approached in the summer of 1963 by a man named Jack Ruby who wanted to
learn quickly how to shoot a handgun. John Marshall
was too busy, but asked Ray Brown if he wanted to take
on the teaching job. Ray was still somewhat new to
the business and could use the extra money and decided to help Ruby out. (Prior to 1947, Jack Ruby's
name was Jacob Rubenstein.)
Ruby soon revealed that he also eventually wanted
to bring along a friend, Lee Oswald, to learn how to
shoot a rifle. Lee turned out to be a lousy shot and
couldn't hit the broad side of a barn, but Ruby paid
Brown well for his time.
Jack Ruby owned two night clubs in Dallas that
featured female strippers. Ruby was in deep with the
Mafia and owed them money. At one point he brought
Carlos Marcello, the powerful New Orleans mob boss,
to Dallas for a short meeting with Ray Brown. Ray
was a n incredible marksman and the men wanted to
know if he wanted to make $1 million for one day's
work. Brown later told Ruby he was furious at the offer as he could only assume they wanted him to kill
someone and he considered himself to be a completely
honest person. Ruby was also an operative for Meyer
Lansky.
The shooting lessons ended in mid-November and
Ray Brown was shattered by what he saw happen on
November 22, 1963! Ruby was tight with the Dallas
Police and they did favors for each other. Some of the
police often frequented Ruby's clubs.
Oswald had no idea he was being set up as a patsy
for the assassination of J.F.K. Part of Ruby's deal with
the Mafia (and a big payoff) was to shoot Oswald and

become a hero (or so he was led to believe)!
It had to be known by the planners of the whole
operation that Oswald ,would want to speak out publicly about the fact that he had been set up and framed.
So as part of their contingency plans, on November
24, only 48 hours after the President was assassinated,
as they were moving Oswald to a more secure prison
location, they walked him right through a very public
area, without any real or meaningful security, so that
C.I.A. contract agent (and mob operative) Jack Ruby
could step forward out of the crowd with a handgun
and finish off the "patsy", thus, silencing Oswald forever. (The C.I.A. always uses the mob when it wants
to get something done right.)
All of this was done in full view of the media's
television cameras which had been conveniently set up
in the exact location where the hit on Oswald was conducted. Just as television had played an important new
role in the 1960 presidential campaign with the first
televised debates in history, TV was now playing an
absolutely pivotal role in presenting the Oswald murder as a believable and naturally unfolding historical
event, and millions of Americans watched it live.
Americans had been glued to their TVs for 48-hours,
Ruby was arrested and later died (?) behind bars.
Ray Brown didn't know what to do. He just wanted
to crawl in a hole and die as he felt an overwhelming
sense of responsibility for what had happened. He received a mysterious phone call that told him to go to a
certain phone booth at a certain time as someone very
important wanted to talk to him.
Ray didn't want any further involvement, but his
curiosity made him go and take the call anyway. He
was astonished to hear Lyndon B. Johnson, the new
president, on the other end of the line. Johnson told
him, "Tex, what you
know about certain
events, son, should never
be told to anyone. And I
mean anyone. What you
know about that young
Communist SOB should
never be mentioned.
You've got a good future
if you can do what I'm
telling you. My people
tell me you're a bounty
hunter. I believe we can
find plenty of work for a
fellow in that business ...
"Remember
one
\
thing. What you know
must stay between you
and me.. .." For good
reasons, explained in his
3
i
book, Ray Brown remained silent until 1996.
Was Johnson involved in the assassinstion plot? And why was
it done in his home State
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after Kennedy's death, President Lyndon Johnson established a Commission, by Executive Order No. 11130,
to "ascertain, evaluate and report upon the facts relating to the assassination of the late President John F.
Kennedy and the subsequent violent death of the man
charged with the assassination."
The team was immediately called the Warren Commission after its Chairman, U.S. Supreme Court Justice Earl Warren. Ten months later, the twenty-sevenvolume report concluded that Oswald had acted alone!
Just who made up the Warren Commission7
Earl Warren was a 33rd degree Freemason and
long-time Mafia associate. Allen Dulles had been the
head of the C.I.A. until John F. Kennedy fired him.
He was a member of the Council on Foreign Relations
(C.F.R.) and the Bilderbergers. John J. McCloy was
the Chairman of the C.F.R. in 1963, had been Chairman of Rockefeller's Chase Manhattan Bank, and had
been a U.S. delegate at the founding of the United Nations. J. Edgar Hoover, head of the F.B.I., was a 33rd
degree Freemason. He hated Kennedy and had strong
connections to Meyer Lansky. U.S. Representative
Gerald Ford was a 33rd degree Freemason, a member
of the C.F.R. and the Bilderbergers, and was and is a
brutal pedophile. There were more participants but
they were no better than these men.
The Warren Commission report remains, as of
1997, the biggest cover-uplwhitewash of the 20th century. And any who would dare to expose the cover-up
were dealt a swift and sure death. Jackie Kennedy
learned the truth. but she was smart enough to shut
up, Oliver Stone was allowed to make his movie entitled J . E K . because he stopped short of mentioning
the IsraelIMossad connection.
Once Johnson replaced Kennedy, the war on organized crime was ended, the U.S. policy of withdrawing from Vietnam was reversed into a major escalation, and the plan to issue interest-free money was
halted, with the Federal Reserve soon to take practically all silver out of our coins. In short, Johnson gave
all the participants in Kennedy's assassination everything they asked for. His very survival depended on
the truth never being made public!
So what happened in November of 19631 Very
powerful elements of the Secret World Government
successfully pulled off a coup, involving the assassination of President John F. Kennedy, to permanently
take over the government of the United States of
America. The Warren Commission said a lone assassin did the job. America and the world were fed this
lie on television and in the press, and those evil elements who planned it, paid for it, and carried it out
got away with their devilish game. America was now
on a permanent downhill course cleverly disguised as
"prosperity".
This completes Volume I of The Untold History of
America. The assassination of President John F.
Kennedy marked a turning point. America would never
be the same. The level of sophistication of the technology used to control America and the world meant
that from this moment forward there would be no meaningful and honest presidents allowed as long as the
Elite One World Controllers were in place. All future
presidents would be fully controlled puppets.
The final pages of the history of the 20th century
in America have-not yet been written, and the sincere
hope for the future remains that humanity will wake
up in time to prevent its own intentionally designed
self-destruction.

An interesting place to surf
on the Web:
New Federalist Papers
Web Site
www.dadjustice.com
(These people are suing the Florida Bar.)
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stated that Iraq used the plain Jane approach in that
Iraq has a very large stockpile of biological agents on
hand in the form of special bombs. They are also
developing rockets to spread the infection over a very
large area. Iraq has two separate areas of biological
operations, one foreign and one regional. The ones that
are regional have all the facilities located at small
airstrips around the country. They are deliberately
designed not to draw much attention. These airstrips
will not handle large or even medium class aircraft.
They only handle a single class of aircraft-single
engine, high wing, turbo props that can be used for crop
dusting. The regional biological operations would take
only a couple of days if you are using Anthrax, or a
couple of weeks if you are using Plague to get in
operation. If they were ever questioned from abroad as
to the purpose of the qhemostat~located at these facilities they can be explained away as holding tanks for
agriculture spray products if they are kept empty.
To get them into operation they are first cycled
through a sterilization phase. Then a special nutrient
broth is introduced and the desired biological agent
(usually Anthrax or Plague) is added. Devices for
rapidly mixing the culture vessel are started and ultra
[Contirttled f r o m Front Page]
filtered air is bubbled through the nutrient. Fresh
nutrient broth (growth medium) from a reservoir is fed
at a constant rate to the culture vessel through a metering pump. A constant volume of culture is maintained
by means of an overnow that removes culture fluid and
the desired bacteria at the same rate as fresh medium is
added. The culture fluid flows into a refrigerated tank
for holding. It is transferred to the aircraft just before
6/17/97 DR. AL OVERHOLT
crobiology in preparation for taking my National Reg- the mission. She further stated that these aircraft have
istry of Microbiologist certification ~ x a m . I soon exceptionally long range and that only one aircraft is
SUBJECT:
joined a clique of nontraditional students whose aver- located at each facility. If that aircraft were lost, a
BIOLOGICAL WARFARE
age age was around 40. In that clique was Mariam Arif, replacement aircraft would be flown in from anothcr
facility. This kept every thing small and very difficult
a delightful lady that soon became a close friend.
Information On this subjectwas forced off the Web
Mariam was from Iraq and was here studying mi- to detect. I asked her why we didn't see any Germ
site [http:/'wm.iinet.net.au/-standeyO/]
dedicated* crobiology. She had an unusual background. One of Warfare being waged during the Gulf War. TOthis she
independent scientist
Deyo,
in Perth,
her very close relatives, General Arif, had been a responded "We did! The Iraqi military adhered, at
the powers that be
tralia as
not want to President of Iraq. In April 1966 he was killed in a least in part, to Soviet military doctrine. Soviet methget the U.S. masses either agitated Or prepared for the helicopter accident. A long succession of military odology is that chemical warfare would be con~ucted
if this happens, even On a limited
coups ended in Saddam Hussein and the Republican with mixed agents. Mixed agents, often referred to as
Deyo has much interesting
On his web guard coming to power. During the coups Mariam's 'cocktails', are intended to enhance the capabilities of
site and he has become a
of
location, family had suffered much. She said that several mem- nerve agents and defeat the precautions taken by the
like that of Art
[www.artbell.com] for much ''in- bers of her family had been hung. She felt it safer to be enemy. Cocktails can be made by combining a wide
convenient" information.
in America until she could do something that would variety of biological toxins, nerve agents, vesicants,
The powers that be can
and somebiological agentesuchas bacteriaand fungi."
use this possible biO- make her famous back in her home country of Iraq.
logica1 warfare event to cover for the Vreading
Mariam stated that she had personally worked in a
One morning in February 1993 I had arrived early
War Syndrome, which is due the
to get a parking spot in the rapidly filling student germ warfare laboratory in which they had taken MycoOr
when some of these same engineered parking lot and was having coffee in the small vending plasma fermentans (incognitus) and had inserted most
agents were puvose1y caused to be
area of the Med-Tech building where our courses were of the envelope gene from HIV. This genetic manipuOn
War
with
agents
taught. The vending area was deserted except for lation rendered a relative benign mycoplasma much
cocktails).
Mariam Arif and myself I will never forget the way her more invasive and pathogenic and capable of attacking
There has been the recent admission
by face and eyes looked that morning-very tired and many organs and tissue systems in the body. (This can
the 'IA that
agents were in the WalMart- glossy. I have no doubt that she had gotten little sleep be treated effectively with tetracycline as mentioned
sized bunker at Kamisiyah, which possibly
rained since the World Trade Center bombing. This was the later in the book.) Mariamalso stated that they also had
down on Gulf War troops. (Biological agents were in ~~~d~~ after
isolated and used a form of Bola Zaire virus that took
the bunker alro--U.S. trwps privately took videos and
She mua'have thought that her arrest was immi- over 3 to 7 years to kill you. Within the next few ycan
photos of the canisters before they blew them up.)
nent. She was rambling on as if she were in a daze. She hundreds of thousands of Desert Storm veterans along
was silent for a few minutes then she said, "Larry, you with their families will start dying. She said, "Iraq
BACTERIOLOGICAL WARFARE:
are a dear and trusted friend and what I am going to tell thought that the multinational force would respond
A MAJOR THREAT
you in the next few minutes you can use to protect with Nuclear Weapons if they had used fast-acting
yourself and a few friends. When it is my time to act, biologicals."
T O NORTH AMERICA (Book Title)
"You stated that the people of North America are in
I do not want your death to be on my conscience. You
obviously do not know the danger you face concerning grave danger of biological agents being used against
by Larry W. Harris
the emergence of Biological Warfare as a major threat us. Would you care to elaborate on that?" To this she
What You And Your Family Can Do
to the United States." She went on to state that nearly replied, "A few hours ago a band of fanatics blew up the
Before And After
all the emerging countries: Libya, Iran, Iraq, Syria, World Trade Center. I am sure that my beloved Iraq did
North Korea, etc., were actively pursuing a Germ War- not do this. For when eavback comes. I am sure we will
[Editor's note: Phone authorization for this ex- fare program and scraeuing: their nuclear Dropram. demand at least one American life for everv one of my
cerpt, which is the Preface to his book, was given by There are two primary reasons for this shift. The first countwmen that vou butchered. We would not settle
author Larry W. Harris, Registered Microbiologist, is the acquisition cost of a sufficiently large nuclear for some sillv old building, I asked her if she knew how
who also generously sent a copy ofhis book.]
stockpile to be effective. The second reason is BW is such an attack would be carried out. To this she
antipersonnel warfare, not antimaterial warfare. Hous- responded. "Don't be silly. Of course, 1 know! All
ing, buildings, factories, and machinery remain intact operations will be batch operations. Unlike the very
[Quoting:]
complex chemostat, where you have a continuous outand can be made useful in a short time.
In September 1991 I re-entered the Ohio State
I asked her if she had seen any of Iraq's germ put once you are up and running, with a batch all you
University and started taking courses in advanced mi- warfare facilities. She gave a resounding "Yes!" She require is a sterile vessel. This can be a test tube or a

Bacteriological
Warfare
A News D esk Sp ecia2 R ep 0 rt
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larger container depending on your batch size. In this
vessel you place the appropriate amount of dehydrated
media. This is a very easily obtainable in this country
without any questions. Then you add the proper amount
of distilled water, bring to a boil, and simmer at least 15
minutes. Then let it cool to room temperature. This
way you do not have to have an autoclave. The top of
the container is covered with sterile cloth that you
sterilized inside of a pressure cooker much like the one
you cook in. The batch vessel of choice would be a
metal spray can (stainless steel) much like the one used
to spray your garden or one exterminators use to dispense bug spray. The preferable model is the one that
has the little air pump in the middle which you pumpup
when you are ready to spray. To this you would add
your culture. A small heating pad is placed around the
tank. Next, a small air stone and tubing (similar to the
one used in an aquarium) are boiled for at least an hour
and then very aseptically placed in the metal spray can
and hooked up to an aquarium air pump. Introduce
your plague or anthrax starter culture and after an
appropriate amount of time the batch is ready. You
then insert the spray tank's air pump, pump up the
sprayer and you are ready." I then asked her, what the
most likely targets would be. She replied, "For one
thing it will not be a target but rather many (hundreds
of) targets simultaneously across the country. A prime
one of these would be the subway systems. Who would
notice another maintenance man down there spraying
for bugs? Other inviting targets are the air ducts of
large office buildings. Or, say a large gathering of
people at a stadium, or simpler yet just sticking it
outside of a building over those crowded streets in
many cities. Who is going to notice a little mist coming
from some building? Several cells (each cell has ten
men xnd one woman to act as a carrier) will be using
aircraft venturies like the ones that are used to drive the

vacuum instruments on airplanes. They are easily obtained by mail order or from an aircraft supply in this
country. These will be mounted underneath vehicles.
The spray tank will be inside the tubing going to the
venturi (which acts like a carburetor). When the vehicle is going 60 miles per hour one simply opens the
valve and a fog of death will be coming out behind the
car. Other cells will be using these same venturies
mounted on light aircraft to attack whole cities at a
time."
I asked her how she w0u1d'~ether bacteria culture.
Mariam replied that it is easy for a woman to hide a
small sealed vial of dehydrated culture inside her body
cavity. She said, "What are they gong to do? Take
every woman entering the country to a little room in the
airport, make them lay on a table with their feet up in
straps and have some one look up their private of
privates? I think not!"
I then asked her, "Why not use something that you
could obtain in this country without going to the effort
of smuggling? To this she replied, "Iraqpurchased all
the dehydrated cultures from companies right here in
the United States. They shipped them to Iraq and those
same vials are the ones Iraqi women have been bringing
back to use against this country. Ironic, isn't it?"
Mariam said she had made several trips back and forth
between Iraq and the United States, and every time she
came to America she was carrying avial secreted in her
body cavity.
"What are the microbes of choice?" I asked her.
She responded, "Plague and anthrax are the bacteria of
choice. You see, plagueis easy to work with. We take
the proper amount and kind of antibiotic and we are
reasonably safe. When you are finished you can easily
clean up any spills with disinfectant, and any you miss
will be dead in a couple of days regardless. Anthrax, on
the other hand, will be used by specially trained groups

GAIACOL
is a combination of colloidal silver, trace colloidal gold, and trace crystalline drias.
This combination of ingredients has produced a product that is so high-frequency and potent that it
could quite possibly be the solution to our ongoing fight against the new antibiotic-resistant diseases
that we face today. Colloidal silver was used extensively and very successfully against bacteria,
viruses, fungi and the like before the advent of the first antibiotic, penicillin. The many uses of
colloidal gold were documented for the restoration of health as early as 1885, and gold was noted for
its ability to calm and harmonize the emotional body. Once the chemical companies began manufacturing their endless array of antibiotics, silver and gold were no longer looked to for treatment. However, the antibiotics have had increasingly less effect on the more resistant viruses, fungi and parasites.
Now we face a new generation of bugs that are completely resistant to any antibiotics due to antibiotic
over-prescribing and resultant survivalsf-the-fittest microorganisms.
Research has demonstrated that colloidal silver is non-toxic to humans, yet it allows no known
disease-causing organism to live in its presence. With the addition of trace colloidal gold and trace
is remarkably enhanced to facilitate the demise of these
crystalline drias, the frequency of GAIACOL
newer, more powerful viruses and bacteria. GAIACOL
is gentle enough to use topically on just about
any skin, hair, or mouth condition without fear of toxicity and is outstanding for bums.
For internal use during any type of infectious process, start with one teaspoon the first day and
then 10-12 drops, 3-4 times per day under the tongue until the infection clears. Then maintain with 34 drops, 3-4 times per day under the tongue. IMPORTANT: Due to the powerful nature of this
product, friendly bacteria can be affected, so it is advisable to replace the natural intestinal flora with
some type of acidophilus/lactobacillussupplement daily, or at least when symptoms are noted such as
cramps, bloating, diarrhedconstipation and a general feeling of malaise.
GAIACOL
is said to be safe for children and pets, and can be taken with other medications without
incident. This product is not addictive and does not build up a tolerance to it in the body. Available in
202., 1602., and 3202. bottles.

Offered through New Gaia Products
800-639-4242

See order form on p. 15
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for attacks on big cities. These cells (groups) have to
be extremely careful, thus the detailed training. If you
got some on your clothes and happened to inhale it
several years later, it could kill you. So they will strip
and thoroughly shower. All articles of clothing worn
during the attack and preparation will be left behind."
She further commented: "Cholera and typhoid fever
were also considered, but these usually do not kill and
only inconvenience people for a few days."
When asked when she thought these attacks would
begin she responded "Some time in the next few years.
The attacks are centered on three Muslim holy days that
occur in the next few years. The first one comes up in
July 1997, the next in 1999, the next 2001. One thing
is certain, before the year 2002 the population of the
United States will be reduced to less than 50 million."
Mariam seemed a lot calmer now and her .composure
was returning. She said, "Larry why don't you meet me
on the third story of the main library this afternoon?
We can go up into the towers and find a place where we
can have some privacy. I need to slip back to my
apartment and get some things I want to show you."
[End quoting]
NOTE: There is more-a lot more in Larry's book
about the various diseases and methods of treatment,
etc.
Larry Wayne Harris, Registered Microbiologist
614-654-1447, Lancaster, Ohio, USA
Thank you, Larry, and keep up the good work of
warning us.

Editor's note: The following timely fax was
received at the CONTACT offices on the same day, yet
unknown to, Dr. Al- Overholt who wasguided to present
the information above in his News Desk Special
Report.

Dear Friends:
Jeannie & I have recently received information
which we feel compelled to share with everyone we
know and love. It is not good news. We wish we could
ignore it, and it would just go away. However, that is
not the case. We care deeply, and feel that you must at
least have the opportunity to decide for yourself what
response to make, if any, to this most recent information.
A few weeks ago a friend of ours received a call
from a gentleman in Australia informing him of an
imminent threat to the U.S.; aviable enough threat that
Australia is prepared to close their ports. It concerns
bacteriological warfare and the unleashing of anthrax
and bubonic plague upon the population of the United
States. Our friend was asked to contact Larry Wayne
Harris, a registered bacteriologist and former CIA
employee, for further information. He did so, and was
greatly alarmed with the information he received. Mr.
Harris has known of this threat for several years, but
only in the past few months has there been activity that
verifies this to be true beyond question. Evidence has
been produced and is now available which documents
this threat to all of us.
Mr. Harris had worked with and had become good
friends with an Iraqi microbiologist in a CIA laboratory. Several years later they were in school together
when she told him of Iraq's plan to disperse both the
bubonic plague and anthrax over the United States. She
told Mr. Harris their plans in detail, along with the
comment that 'he was her friend, she didn't want his
blood on her hands, and besides no one would believe
him anyway.' He asked her about the time frame and
she replied, "Some time in the next few years. The
attacks are centered on three Muslim holy days that
occur in the next few years. The first one comes up in
July 1997, the next in 1999, the next in 2001."
We were horrified to learn that our government has
been and is fully aware of everything that is going on,
but because of an International Treaty which was signed
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in 1972, they not only have agreed not to warn the
population of this threat, but admit that there is no
defensive contingencyplan to protect the people in the
event that this happens. Some of you may have heard
some of this on short-wave or talk radio, or the Internet,
but most of the 'main-stream' media is not touching it.
There was a raid in Ames, Iowa, in February 1997.
(One of their own tipped off the officials because some
members of this 'cell' were impatient and did not want
to wait for the Muslim holy days.) In this raid 30 to 40
fermentation vessels were confiscated. Fourteen females were arrested, seven were actively carrying vials
of bubonic plague and Anthrax in their body cavities.
This event proved that this was not someone's wild
imagination. It was exactly as had been told to Mr.
Harris several years earlier. Physical evidence was now
in hand. Mr. Harris was involved in a military debriefing by government officials in which it was not only
determined he was telling the truth, but that hundreds
of thousands of people would die within 48 hours if this
took place in only one event. It is known that there are
100 of these cell groups of Iraqi's in position to act
when given the orders. Mr. Harris knew he must do all
within his power to warn the American people.
We have learned several ways to inexpensively and
easily protect ourselves in the event that this threat
becomes a reality. Much of this information is found in
Larry Wayne Harris' book: Bacteriological Warfare:A
Major Threat To North America. This was written
before the Iowa incident, but gives the basic information plus ways to protect yourself with antibiotics and
other survival techniques. Mr. Harris has recently
tested colloidal silver and found it also to be effective
in killing both the anthrax and plague. It is possible to
take 2 Tbsp. colloidal silver daily as a natural antibiotic
to build up your immune system. We do not sell
colloidal silver, but you can purchase it in health food
stores and herb shops--or buy a 'silver factory' and
make your own inexpensively.- You can even
plans
to build your own unit. [Editor's note: Possibly the
best combination could be the silver & gold mixture
combination in GaiaCol offered by New Gaia Products: 800-639-4242; see box on previous page.]
If you wish further information, please contact:
Virtue International, 1825 S. Franklin Road, Indianapolis, IN 46349; 800-984-7883. Should yoawish to
talk with us, please feel free to do so. We simply feel
a deep responsibility to share what we have learned.
In His Love,
Joe and Jeanne Gibbs

buy Anthrax across a state line by telephone without
properly identifying himself under some archaic US
FCC law. The two articles went on to accuse the chap
of being a White supremacist and so forth. That very
day, a friend of mine here in Perth called to tell me
about this guy and how he had met with him and found
him to be a genuine individual so I decided to contact
him, myself.
I talked by telephone at length with Larry Wayne
Harris (the primary source of this information) on the
3rd of April this year. You may verify this yourself by
calling him on 614-654-1447 (in Lancaster, Ohio,
USA) if you wish.
Larry told me he is a registered diagnostic microbiologist. He is also fisted in the National Registry of
Microbiologists and is a member of The American Society for Microbiology. He was trained by the US Army
at the Aberdeen Proving Ground in Maryland.
I asked him why he had tried to buy Anthrax, etc.,
and he told me that he needed the bacteria to test various household products as low-grade antibiotic agents
against these things. His intention seemed genuinely
altruistic.
He went on to reveal that he had performed R&D
for the CIA for six years at the Coshocton Agricultural Research Lab in Ohio. In 1991, while he was
attending an advanced course in microbiology (as you
read shortly) he chanced upon an Iraqi woman in the
course who told him an incredible story.
She told of women who had been trained to
smuggle ampoules of Anthrax and Bubonic Plague into
the States inside their body cavities. I did get confirmation that seven such female terrorists were arrested
in Iowa this year and were found to be carrying the
bacteria inside themselves in ampoules. (However, I
have to wonder who tipped-off the authorities. Was

Editor's note: The following information is also
from Stan Deyo 's Web site and is significant commentary by Stan on matters related to our Front Page story
subject material.

NOTICES for 12 May 1997
100-200 M i l l i o n Americans to Die S o o n . . ,.

Fact or Fiction?
12 May 1997 (BIackByrds ' News)-The Sun is
shining brightly on our Sunday morning-as we sit
here on a hill overlooking Perth below. Brightly colored flowers form a wall over which we can see the
valley leading down to the city and its beaches on the
shore of The Indian Ocean. It is a stark contrast to
the last four weeks which we have spent researching
some terrifying rumours which have been Circulating
around the USA.
The 1st Rumour is that America is about to be attacked by several hundred (several thousand in some
rumours) Iraqi terrorists using glass ampoules filled
with Anthrax and Bubonic Plague on or before the 27th
day of July this year. I surfed the Web to find out
about Anthrax and cures when I stumbled upon the
name of a chap who was being charged with trying to

Page 1 1
the whole thing a ploy either to show the US Government that Saddam has the country by the "short and
curliesn or to stir up an anti-Iraqi sentiment in America
to divert attention from the Whitewater scandal and
justify yet another Middle East excursion war?)
These women and associates were to build breeder
labs from readily available brewing equipment and were
to make 4.5 gallons of the deadly bacterial soup in
preparation for the day of the attack on America. When
this day (reportedly 27 July 1997 is the first date)
comes, they are to release the bacteria through their
car exhausts and from small single-engine aircraft
through venturi tubes. They were to do this in all the
major cities and near various military bases. (And by
the way, the recent Defcon 4 alert at NORAD could
well have been justified if a biological attack were
threatened, as bacterial "bombsn are hugely more
deadly and effective than any nuclear device.)
Each ampoule could kill between 200,000 and
400,000 people in the initial stages of contamination
over a period of about 10-14 days. Once the symptoms
show, there is no cure. It is 100% fatal.
I asked Larry what he had found that might prevent the onset of these two germs. He said that 2OOmg
of Tetracycline daily would hold them at bay; but one
would need to get away from any further contamination as the Tetracycline did not kill the bacteria-just
inhibited while it was in the body. Stop taking the
antibiotic and if you are exposed it will kill you.
He also said that drinking 1 ounce of distilled water which had colloidal silver atoms in suspension at
about lOppm would act as a weak substitute for tetracycline. There are numerous sources of colloidal silver-producing devices from 70 to 300 dollars each on
the Internet. You can make your own with three %
batteries in series and two silver electrodes and 1 gal-
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Tapes, Transcriptions & Videos
Donations to cover the costs of tapes are $4.00 for one tape, $6.00 for two
tapes and $2.50 per tape for three or more, except where otherwise noted.
Postage i s included i n tape prices.
Please send check or money order to: T H E WORD, P.O. Box 6194,Tehachapi,
CA 93582 o r call 805-822-41 7 6 i f you have questions or you wish to use your
Visa, Discover or Master Card.
I f you desire to automaticallyreceive tapes from future meetings, please send
at least a $50 donation from which tape costs will be deducted. We will try to
notify you as your balance reaches zero.
The following is a partial list of older items but including all of the most
current meeting dates, with the number of tapes in bold, in parentheses, and
mentioning i f the meeting has a special focus:
6/16/96 (4) Father's Day; 6/23/96 (3) Major Ed Dames interview on 'Remote Viewing*;
6/30/96 (2); 7/11 /96(2) Wally Gentlemen & George Van Noy;7/2 1/96 (2);8/4/96 (2);
8/17/96 (4) 'Little Crow"; 8/18/96 (4) & 8/19/96 (3) Teddy from Canada & Commander
Hatonn; 8/20/96 (2) Road Tour of Tehachapi; 8/28/96 (4) David Icke;
9/1/96 (3) Norio Hayakawa; 9/8/96 (3) JUDGEMENT DAY- 1995, a dramatization;
9/22/96 (4) Gary Wean & Field Report From The Clays; 10/6/96 (3) Farrakhan in Canada;
1 1 /2/96 (3); 1 1/24/96 (2);1 2/8/96(2) ;1 2/29/96(2);
2/19/97(4) David Miller Tapes; 2/23/97(2) Little Crow tape;
3/3-4/97(8) Eustace Mullins & Cort Christie; 3/10/97(2) David Miller Tapes;
3/16/97(5) Farrakhan Speech; 4/2/97(1) Cult Media Blitz;
4/6/97(2); 4/7/97(2) WTRA Interview; 4/8/97(2) Channel 29 Interview;
4/13/97(3) David Icke; 6/1/97(2); 6/22/97(2).
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lon of water and two hours time.
I asked him if he had prepared a paper on the research he had done and he told me I could get a copy
from him. [Editor's note: Due to its length andphysical appearance, we are calling the "paper" a book.]
The title of the book is Bacteriological Warfare: A
Major Threat to America.
Larry told me I could reprint anything I wished
from his paper on the Web, as he was more concerned
with informing the public than making any money from
his efforts. I would think, however, if you send for his
paper it would be an advantage to send him some money
for postage and photocopying. There are 118 pages in
his paper.
The opening pages of his paper give you his story
from his own hand. I suspect that if I were he and if
my informant were real that I would have changed the
gender of my informer and the details of our meeting
and the times of same to protect the informer. I have
done this in my own work when my informer's life depended on anonymity.
Conclusion to 1st Rumour report: This rumour report is based on data which Larry Harris made available; however, this does not guarantee that his informant did not set him up for other purposes. Remember that both the current administration and many MidEast Islamic nations could derive benefit from spreading such a rumour.
On the other hand if this rumour is indeed close to
the truth, then America AND Australia are in deep deep
trouble-and soon. In February of this year (1997),
we had an Anthrax outbreak down here in SE Australia. It hit some of our cattle before it was contained.
When I heard this, I remembered one of the prophetic warnings an old Hopi Chief gave me for my
Whih.cbrothers. He told me to tell them to stop eating
beef immediately as it would give them a strange and
fatal illness. Anthrax can be carried by cows, sheep
and several other mammals.
YOU must decide for yourself how likely it is that
we are about to enter into the age of biological warfare
at home. If you see a real and present danger do not
blame your government for either ignorance or silence
on these issues. Because there is but one official way
to release such info without collapsing American beefbased industries and creating a financial and social
panic which in itself could collapse American (Australian) civil order. That way is to declare a state of
martial law and turn the Country into a virtual prison.
And this would in the long run create the demise of
the democracy we hold so dear.

A retired military officer passed the following info
to me directly about 6 April '97. He told me that about
7 weeks prior to this weekend (20 April '97) he had
been contacted by approximately 30 serving US military officers known and trusted by him. They had been
assigned to NORAD'S Cheyenne Mountain Complex
until just a few weeks before they talked to him.
I had been previously advised by a trusted, official
source at Space Command that the NORAD facility at
Cheyenne Mountain was to be closed down over a period of a couple of years; so when the military officer
told me that these 30 men had come to teli him they
were getting out of the USA as quick as they could by
taking a transfer Out of this country from their Cheyenne Mountain duties, I paid special attention to the
rest of the officer's testimony.
He said that they had hastily sold or given away
everything they owned except for the personal items
they were taking with them. They told him that they
were relieved that they would be able to get their families to safety before some unnamed disaster kills about
100 million Americans. When my informant asked
them for more information, they just clammed-up and
all he could get from them after that was that the disaster would hit the United States in about 8 weeks.
They said that they had already told him too much and
had put themselves and their families at risk.
That date has come and gone now; but because of
the way in which the information was passed and because of other testimony I have gleaned from various
sources and contacts, I would say that 1 am certain that
America is at great risk this year.
It is time for each household to prepare as best they
can for a loss of food, water, shelter and energy during
or after a number of possible disaster scenarios. This
is not a new idea. The Mormon, Plymouth Brethren,
and Seventh-Day Adventist faiths have both been stockpiling survival equipment, food and other biological
necessities for decades.
My suggestion is that each of you try to imagine
what things you would need if, say, a massive earthquake wiped out your local power, water, sewer, food,
heatinglcooling and medical help. If you plan wisely,
you will stock-up on things which you can use and rotate in your daily routine until such time as the disaster strikes, IF IT DOES.
Finally, my ADVICE to you would also include a
SUGGESTION that you give serious thought to what
happens to you when you die. Because you may just be
about to find out. And if you feel that you will continue in some intelligent form after you leave this life,
may I suggest
that you read John 3:16 in the
Bible and consider the promix and hope extended to
all mankind thru these words. There is a way to either
escape the coming terrors and disasters or be protected
during them. This was promised by the Creator a long
time ago. We are not alone and we will not be &an-

NORAD Officers
Leaving America?
The 2nd Rumour:

I
TWO o f the tastiest, most "storable" foods are now
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1
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Red Lentils
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Order From New Gaia-Call
800-639-4242
* Plus UPS delivery charge
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doned by the Creator unless we choose it to be that
way.
Please direct any questions or comments to:
Stan Deyo
Residing in Perth, Western Australia
(THE Most Remote City on Earth!)

Editor 's note: Thefollowing letter isfurther commentary related to our Front Page story, yet takes into
account a larger scenario which Richard Hoagland
recently presented on Art BeNk late-night talk-radio
program having to do with the upcoming Mars probe
,isSion activities and related distractions.

Enterprise Mission
Enterprise@Carroll.com
June 18, 1997
Dear Richard C. Hoagland,
I
personally read this; I am a Patrim
you
otic American and this information is available from
MANY sources.
Your facts and speculation about our Mars Shot
were, to say the least, amazing! I have been studying
the One World Government for over 20 years. This
note is hopefully to add to your discussion with Art
Bell.
1. U.S. House of Representatives, Washington,
D.C., 12110196, Task Force On Terrorism & Unconventional Warfare. subject: "Approaching The New
Cycle of Arab-Israeli
the uIslamic., fiThis six-page r a m m a lays
nal solution for Israel. But at the same time the
WILL be attacked with "Biological Warfare", Anthrax
and Bubonic Plague! The TIMING is the important
to Larry Harthing- The "Islamic" jihad
ns) will make Islam the victor not only of the "Gulf
War" but will destroy the "American Evil Empire" and
"Israel"!
The dates that you mentioned, the landing on July
20, 1997 really gave me a start, due to the fact that
seven days later, July 27, 1997, seems to be the time
for the Islamic " ~ c t o r y " . This seven days seems to be
critical for the 22 Arab nations that will be involved
with the destruction of both America and Israel!
2. L~~~ ~~~~i~points out in his book, B
~
logical Warfare-A Major Threat lo North America.
His claim is that Anthrax will be spread by
(cessna 150s) and by automobile, then two days later
Plague and then two days later blowing out the electric power plants in America ON OR BEFORE JULY
me UP! We
27, 1997. The time and date
have approximately SIX WEEKS-Larry Harris can be

est powered of seven others known t o exist! USSR,
Canada, Japan, Greenland, Norway, Finland, New
Zealandan60ther~(page1~~o~~~g~~~
I really think that the first thing [to happen] will
be the movement of key personnel out of harm's way.
I understand this has started at Cheyenne Mountain,
and Navy (West Coast) secretly being moved to Saudi
Arabia. That is my extent of knowledge on that subject.
So we have:
1. Mars probe, July 20, 1997.
2. War in Israel, July 27, 1997
3. Destruction of America.
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I desperately hope what I have read and studied of
this nightmare is just that! Just a bad dream! But
where you smell smoke the fire is pretty close!
Thanks for your time.
Death to the One World Government.

DuPont moved their scientists down to Aberdeen, into
a building down there. And we've been observing all of
the disturbances here on the East Coast, natural disturbances-well, I had already known about the nerve gas
storage there from CONTACT. And I knew exactly
where it was and I knew what was happening. But, in
any event, now DuPont is down there with two hundred
of their people and ihey are trying to figure out what
they're going to do with this nerve gas storage, And
quite frankly, I know of several means of advanced
technologies that would solve the problem, but they are
not going to follow those procedures that one would
normally follow. So, in any event, that's what's going
on because this Aberdeen, Maryland, which is located
47 miles South of Wilmington, Delaware-there's disturbances along the Susquehanna River, which flows
right beside Aberdeen. And, quite frankly, I went and
detected this nerve gas which is leaking now into the
earth, by means of dowsing rods and things like that. I
guess, I suppose it would be better if you just asked me
the questions and let me answer your questions for all
of the information that I have.
Rick: You were talking about nerve gas leaking.
How did you find out about leaking nerve gas?
Caller: Well, I went down to that area. I've been
surveying in the area, and the disturbances of the
weather pattern here for over a year, while I've been in
this area-I came to this area back in August of 1996and watching the weather patterns and then observing
and going out and the signs posted everywhere that any
of the tributaries from these areas are posted by the
Environmental Departments of the State governments.
So then, after noticing all of these environmental posting signs about "Don't eat the fish from this stream" or
"Eat no more than one fish from this streamn-I started
tracking it back to where its coming from. Ok7 In
observing where it's coming from, it's coming from
Aberdeen.
Rick: From the Proving Ground7
Caller: That's correct, to the best of my ability. In
other words, I haven't been on the base. I haven't gone
in there physically to Aberdeen Proving Ground Base,
but I can't get in there in the first place, as far as where
they've got the storage of this nerve gas.
Rick: How do you know it's nerve gas as opposed
to some other chemical?

Sincerely,
James M.Seabourn
5 1600 Wheeler Rd.
Anza, CA 92539
Ph: 909-763-5264
Fax: 909-763-0209
E-mail: crtisad@inland.net
/s/

PS: I don't know the name of the Islamic time to
rid their world of enemies, but it comes every 24-26
months.
CC-Art Bell

NERVE GAS
LEAKING AT
ABERDEEN
PROVING GROUND?
6/23/97

RICK MARTIN

The following phone call came into the offices of
CONTACT on 6/23/97 from an anonymous source.
Efforts at confirming the story with DuPont proved
fruitless. Be that as it may, we present the conversation
here as it took place. We do not make claims as to the
authenticity of the call. Discernment is a lesson that
CONTACT is perpetually espousing. As Soltec says in
his writing this week on page 14, there's going to be
more and more of this kind of information coming
forth; so always use your head in evaluating truth from
fiction.
Transcription, [quoting:]
Rick: Let's start at the beginning.
Caller: First of all, Rick, please don't use my
name.
Rick: Ok.
Caller: That's first off.
Rick: Where are you calling from?
Caller: I am in Delaware. I am in the Wilmington,
Delaware area.
Rick: Ok. Start at the beginning, telling me what
you just said.
Caller: Well, the way that I found out about this
was through an employee of a moving company where
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Caller: Well, because CONTACT reported some
time ago, from another source, that this nerve gas had
been moved to Aberdeen.
Rick: Ok, I recall that. And how did you find out
about the DuPont scientists going down there?
Caller: From an employee of an industrial moving
company. And in just casual conversations, in which I
didn't let him know who I was or anything else. In
other words, he was just passing the time of day. About
DuPont, with all of their two hundred scientists being
moved t o - o u t of Wilmington, Delaware to Aberdetn
Proving Ground. And all of the equipment that they've
moved down there.
Rick: DuPont is headquartered in Wilmington?
Caller: DuPont is headquartered in Wilmington,
correct.
Rick: I don't know how I'm going to get them to
comment on this if I confront them on it.
Caller: I don't know how you're going to get them
to say anything because I tried to get an engineer that
I knew, a female engineer, to give me a lead on it and
she absolutely, totally, was frightened out of her mind.
Rick: Really?
Caller: She wouldn't say a word. She would just
say, "I don't know. I don't know anything about it."
And yet, by the same token, I have questioned this
particular lady before and she had told me in private
conversation, exactly the contrary. So, what I'm trying
to say here is, I don't know what DuPont would say.
Rick: Sounds like there's a definite situation
happening at Aberdeen right now.
Caller: Well, it's definitely going on. Now, the
stories in the newspapers here are all about sex scandals and everything else. That's all you can read in the
local newspaper. But that's all a cover, as far as I'm
concerned, to cover up what's really going on at Abcrdeen.
Rick: Very interesting. I'll follow this up.
Caller: There's something that's got to come out
about this because people in this area are completely
unaware of what is going on. In other words, tkre's
nobody in this area that knows anything about a hat is
going on. [End quoting]
Once again, readers, efforts to secure comments
from DuPont have been unsuccessful at the time of
going ti print.
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"And .as for Research and
Development, Steven~-youpeople
haven't come up with a new toxic
substance in three months."
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Soltec: Putting The Adversary's
Trickerv To Good Use!
As always, question all data that you take in, and controlling you. This ir where all the so-called
discern for YOURSELF what it is that YOU believe Uerpertsmfit into the picture.
Good afternoon, my friend. It is 1, Toniose Soltec, deep within YOUR heart. Let not your excuse be that
Please note here that it is wise to look for
come in the Radiant One Light of Creator Source. you were tricked into believing the lies. YOU choose confirmations to that which you are discerning for self.
There is work to be done-thank you for attending the that in which you believe or disbelieve. If you choose It is also wise to effort to educate yourself, especially
call.
to believe in lies, then be responsible for your choices, when there seems to be contradictory information
Your world is in a heightened state of agitation and and when you come into the realization that you have regarding the same subject. Take in the data, and then
the energy is becoming quite unstable. The illusionary been had, do not cast blame upon another for no one go within to discern for yourself what is right for YOU!
Yoo do not have to follow the crowds, bat likewise
tactics of the adversary are failing more and more each else is responsible for you except YOU!
day as ones are waking up, and more importantlyAll will come to apoint of inner conflict as y o u - you do NOT always Lave to ga against the crowds
either. T h e r e i s alwayr a
SPEAKING UP! The TRUTH BEARERS (Light people will be
Workers) are hearing the call and are responding in a shown things
balance point of intelligemt
Your Inner Guidance is plugged into
timely manner. You will be pleasantly surprised to we that you cannot
choice that can be reached when
Higher Knowledge and Awareness. This
who all arises to the challenge and will not sit still for explain. And
the data you are trying to d i p s t
more and more lies.
when the soir merged with the nodges of
connection cannot be fooled for it is YOUR
Be careful, for there is the allowance by the global c a l l e d
ycnr Inner Gridance.
conaection to Creator-who most certainly
Elitt , at this time, for the introduction into the world "experts" offer
Be strong in your convictions
cannot be fooled! Learn to trust that which
and do not waver from that which
co~~s:iousnessof the realization that there IS up
an
you KNOW in your heart to be
extraterrestrial life visiting your planet and on your explan a t i o n ,
the heart is offering you in the way of
planet. This is to prepare you-the-people for the next most will be
true. Be open to those things
emotional FEELINGS.
phase of unification under a one-world dictatorship as quick to accept
which provide clues and otherwise
these ones will try to convince you that these "aliens" that which is
offer insights into the workings
crre attacking you.
offered, for
of the adversary, for you will in turn learn to see within
The adversary will always give some truth and such will provide a comforting (even if misleading) self where you have allowed the adversary a foothold.
accompany it with the lies that will cause ones to be focus ofthought and thus give a semblanceof alleviating When you can spot and isolate a fear that is dictating to
sucked into a reactionary impulse to respond in a confusion. Prepare now and remember these writings you how you should or should not live your life, you can
programmed manner. Be thankful, for there has been for they are tools to help you to traverse these trying be assured that it is the adversary exploiting a weakness
~ ~ c i e groundwork
n t
laid, here, in TRUTH that the times of confusion and trickery.
that you have not sufficiently attended.
There is much i n the way of trickery that can be
adversary's plans will indeed backfire f o ~
the most
Be thankful when such a fear is recognized, for you
part. Ones will not stand for the lies, especially when accomplished with the toys of the adversary. These then will have the conscious ability to spot and overcome
ones have perfected, to a large degree, holographic personal limitations (such as beliefs) that are holding
they are given the whole truth.
There has been such a complete effort to hide the projection technology. This technology has tricked and you back from the growth that you seek. In the
truth about extraterrestrial life over the years that it fooled even some of the most avid readers of CONTACT overcoming of the fears comes the personal growth and
will not be an easy task to convince the American public who consider themselves well informed and astute. fulfilling satisfaction that you ones are constantly
that there are, in fact, extraterrestrials. This should You ones are not beyond the influence of these seeking.
stand as a testimonial to the effectiveness of the mind- illusionary tactics!
Every time the adversary lashes out, he is, in effect,
control techniques in use by those who wish to enslave
If you find yourself in a state of confusion as a providing you with an opportunity to spot personal
you-the-people of the Earth. AND THESE SLAVE- result of what you have seen-whether it be from a weaknesses within self. He is thus giving you an
MASTERS ARE NOT THE EXTRA-TERRESTRIALS! television broadcast or first-hand experience- you opportunity to focus on your self-imposed limitations
We are offering this information, AGAIN at this would be wise to seek within the answers to your so that YOU can experience for self the inner conflict
time, so that you who effort to understand what is truly confusion. Monitor closely how the event affects you (usually confusion or frustration) that results when you
taking place on you planet will be able to get your personally.
are caused to confront that which is uncomfortable to
confirmations as to what is Truth versus what is lie.
Were you frightened? Excited? Or, perhaps, you.
Watch your media sources for the clues and you will see overwhelmed? This is the first clue to you as to what it
Again, be thankful for these opportunities to
that there will come more and more controversy over is that you have actually witnessed.
recognize, and thus grow beyond, who you are this day.
the cover-ups and lies about extraterrestrial visitors.
Your Inner Guidance is plugged into Higher Everyone has something to l e a n and each has plenty of
You are being primed to accept the possibility of a Knowledge and Awareness. This connection cannot room to grow!
massive war that will cost the lives of many innocent be fooled for it is YOUR connection to Creator-who
May your path never be without challenge!
people. Do NOT buy into these lies for they will destroy most certainly cannot be fooled! Learn to trust that
We of the Higher-Dimensional Realms await your
you if you do1
which the heart is offering you in the way of emotional call for guidance and assistance. We shall never do a
Keep your heads squarely upon your shoulders and FEELINGS.
thing for you, but we can help to guide experiences and
learn to trust your Inner Guidance. You will be given
You are not usually taught in your schools or teachers across your path.
to know what to do when the opportunity and sequence churches to do this, for if you were, you would be most
Look carefully at the so-called "coincidences" that
of events are appropriate. Keep your space cleared and difficult to control and you would become quite resistant are brought to your conscious attention. You can
keep a discerning eye on all the information that you to the "habit-modifying techniques" (that is, the mind KNOW that there are NO coincidences. Rather, such
will be inundated with. There will be a deliberate effort control) of those who effort to keep you in a state of fear gifts are your Guides working with you to help you to
to flood your minds to overflowing with controversy and confusion.
see that you are indeed on the right path.
after controversy wherein both sides of the debate will,
When ones can get you to go run and seek
I am Ceres Anthonious "Toniose" Soltec, come as
i n fact, be controlled by the same ones who are efforting OUTSIDE y ourself for answers, then they have Guide and Wayshower. in service to the One Light,
to enslave you.
succeeded in accomplishing the first step toward Creator Source. Blessings to you all! Salu.
6/21/97

SOLTEC
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